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Executive summary

● Netflix is a streaming subscription video on demand (SVoD) service licensed in the
Netherlands. We offer our members a wide variety of TV shows, films, documentaries,
and more. We do not carry user-generated content, live programming, sports or news.

● In recent years we have invested substantially in major productions in Ireland, including
Nightflyers, Fate: The Winx Saga, Vikings: Valhalla and My Father’s Dragon.

● Localised content is increasingly a priority for our business, both in Ireland and around
the world. We are proud to have a range of Netflix originals and licensed content on our
service which represent the best of Irish creative excellence, history and culture.

● We view the transposition of the AVMSD as a potential opportunity to enhance the
framework Ireland has in place to stimulate greater investment in the AV sector overall.

● In our experience, we have not found levies to be the most effective way to stimulate
the audiovisual sector, or to ensure better outcomes for audiences, given their
inflexibility and the constraints they place on both creative freedom and
demand-driven investment decisions.

● While levies provide short term revenues which incrementally increase funding for
local content, they can lead to a reduction in consumer choice and investment overall.

● By contrast an investment obligation on services, provided it is designed to be both
flexible and proportionate, would ultimately be more effective at structurally enhancing
the competitiveness and global visibility of the Irish AV sector, and thus the creation of
high quality local content.

● In keeping children safe online, Netflix has strong incentives to adhere to the highest
voluntary standards to foster and retain our members’ confidence. For this reason we
offer a suite of parental controls that enable parents to set maturity ratings appropriate
to the various members in their family through the creation of individual profiles and
more granular settings.
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Introduction

1. Netflix is a streaming subscription video on demand (SVoD) service that enables
customers to watch a wide variety of TV shows, films, documentaries, and more over
the internet on any one of thousands of internet-connected devices at a time and place
of their choice. Netflix does not offer user-generated content, live programming,
sports or news. We are a global service in over 190 countries with over 200 million
subscribers. Netflix has been available to Irish subscribers for more than a decade.

2. Members pay a flat monthly subscription fee regardless of how much they watch. We
use that revenue to license and create more films, series and other shows for our
members to enjoy, and to continuously improve their user experience. We don’t carry
advertising, and so don’t earn more if some shows or films get watched more than
others. In that sense, it’s not like theatrical distribution or pay-per-view models. Netflix
has no long-term consumer contracts, and members can quit and rejoin any time. This
means we must continually provide a wide variety of compelling content to keep our
members happy.

3. Privacy is important to our members, and to us. We do not sell or otherwise give any
third parties access to personal data. Nor do we collect any information regarding our
members’ gender, race, ethnicity or age. In this way we respect and protect our
members’ privacy.

4. Netflix is licensed in the Netherlands and currently regulated under the Audiovisual
Media Services Directive. The Directive, which was revised in 2018 and transposed
into Dutch law in November 2020, now requires video on demand services to ensure at
least a 30% share of European content in their local catalogues (including Ireland) as
well as giving prominence to that content.

Netflix’s investment in Ireland

5. Ireland has a thriving production sector, and Netflix has a keen interest in its long-term
potential. In recent years we have invested substantially in major productions In
Ireland, the first example of which was Nightflyers, an adaptation of the George R.R.
Martin novella, filmed at Troy Studios.

6. In 2019 we made Ireland our production base for the high-profile new show Fate: The
Winx Saga, a live-action remake of a popular animated series. Predominantly filmed at
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Ardmore Studios and on location across County Wicklow, the show has been a huge
success with our members, and in February 2021 we confirmed we would be renewing
the show for a second season with production set to return to Ireland later this year. At
the same time, at Ashford Studios we have also been filming Vikings: Valhalla, a new
original series from creator Michael Hirst that continues the beloved epic Vikings saga.

7. Animation is widely recognised as a particular strength of the Irish film industry, and on
this front Netflix has also committed to a number of projects, most notably My Father’s
Dragon, a 2D animated family feature film which is directed by Irishwoman Nora
Twomey, and made by BAFTA-nominated Cartoon Saloon.

8. At Netflix our investment runs deeper than our expenditure on production alone. We
believe strongly in nurturing the next generation of professional talent by giving them
the tools to develop their skills at the start of their careers. Nightflyers brought 90
trainees onto set - many recent graduates from the University of Limerick who were
getting their first break in the industry, and were subsequently promoted to crew -
while a further 52 trainees gained experience on the set of Fate: The Winx Saga across
a wide range of departments. These examples demonstrate the broader impact that
large-scale productions can have to strengthen a local ecosystem - in this case by
increasing the talent pool - and so make it more desirable to other inward investors,
reinforcing a virtuous cycle of economic activity.

Irish content on Netflix

9. Localised content is increasingly a priority for our business, both in Ireland and around
the world, and we are proud to have Netflix originals like The Siege of Jadotville and
ReMastered: The Miami Showband Massacre that reflect important chapters in Irish
history and culture. In addition we also license a significant number of Irish shows
either for our Irish members to enjoy or to make available around the world to give
entirely new audiences the opportunity to discover the best of Irish content. This is
best exemplified by films such as The Young Offenders, Calm with Horses and
Cardboard Gangsters, and series such as Can’t Cope, Won’t Cope and Hardy Bucks,
both of which were originally produced for RTE. In addition, content like Derry Girls,
Hunger, and 66 Days all make further important contributions to the broader Irish
cultural canon which is available on Netflix, the variety of which is regularly noted in the
Irish media1.

1 “Every Irish Film And TV Show On Netflix Now”, Irish Post, 3rd March 2021
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Head 76 and 77: the application of a content levy

10. Head 76 of the Bill provides for the Media Commission to make regulations pertaining
to the creation of a content production levy on providers of both linear and on-demand
services, both established in the State and targeting audiences in the State, taking as
its legal basis Article 13 of the revised Audio Visual Media Services Directive (AVMSD).

11. We note that this provision is ultimately contingent not only on the Media Commission
conducting a review into the viability of the establishment of a content levy, but the
“relevant Minister [being] satisfied that the evidence base provided by the Media
Commission for the establishment of a content levy and any resulting content
production schemes is sufficiently robust”2. We look forward to engaging with that
review when it commences. We would also like to offer a few comments on the general
scheme of this provision and the principles which we believe should inform it.

12. As outlined above, Netflix is already investing in Ireland. We view the transposition of
the AVMSD as a potential opportunity to enhance the framework Ireland has in place to
stimulate greater investment in the AV sector overall. When legislation is
evidence-based and thoughtfully designed, it can be a lever to augment existing
demand to produce local content, typically by ensuring that any investments are
market-driven and thus sustainable over the long term.

13. In this respect it is therefore necessary to weigh any potential interventions alongside
the full range of policy measures that can be used to drive the economic development
of the local audiovisual industry such as workforce development, infrastructure
capacity, a film-friendly production environment, and incentives.

14. In general, and in our experience across Europe, we have not found levies to be the
most effective way to stimulate the audiovisual sector, or to ensure better outcomes for
audiences, given their inflexibility and the constraints they place on both creative
freedom and demand-driven investment decisions. Indeed, in a competitive market
such as the film and TV industry, levies (together with local content spending
requirements) can paradoxically lead to media service providers choosing to invest
less in local production themselves, stifling the continued growth of the broader
creative ecosystem. At the same time the artificial stimulation of local content
production doesn’t necessarily lead to increased consumption of that local content.

2 Government of Ireland’s Audiovisual Media Services Directive Explainer, p16
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Consequently, levies can result in a decrease in consumer choice as well as investment
overall.

15. Article 13 of the AVMSD does not require EU member states to impose any financial
contributions on media service providers. Indeed, across the European Union,
countries are taking different approaches to determine their future competitiveness as
destinations for film and TV production.

16. In implementing the Directive, some member states are not imposing any new financial
contributions and focusing instead on the promotion of incentives, such as Sweden,
Czech Republic, Hungary, Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia and Bulgaria, while the majority of
those that are have opted instead for an investment obligation.

17. While we would undoubtedly favour an outcome that does not impose any financial
obligations on service providers, we believe that at a minimum, financial contributions
should be flexible and proportionate. In practice this means a dual system often works
best, based on (i) an investment obligation and ii) where that obligation is not fulfilled a
financial contribution in lieu to a fund dedicated to supporting European or Irish works.

18. Properly designed, such a model can incentivise services to make meaningful
investments in the AV market. Media service providers’ investments in content can
vary from year to year, so incentivising long-term investment strategies is often
beneficial to the local ecosystem. To this end, allowing any investment obligation to be
calculated over a 2-3 year period is crucial. This can generate the same level of
investment while increasing the chances of bigger and more prestigious productions
that drive other economic impacts like boosting tourism.

19. In addition given the many business models and types of investments that can be
equally valuable for the local ecosystem, it is important to provide for flexibility in
recognising a broad range of investments and content deals as ‘investment’, including
originals, co-productions and licensed content; international production spend;
investment in studio facilities and infrastructure; training, upskilling and creative talent
development programs or spend on subtitles and dubbing.

20. An investment obligation structured in this way would reflect the fact that these
investments could also effectively contribute to Ireland’s post Covid-19 economic
recovery and the overall attractiveness and competitiveness of its audiovisual industry.
While levies provide short term revenues which incrementally increase funding for
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local content, investment-oriented obligations can provide an opportunity to
structurally enhance the competitiveness and global visibility of the Irish AV sector.

21. However, it is key to strike the right balance so that the regulation attracts both local
and international investments and does not deter media service providers that are
currently not targeting Ireland to consider targeting Irish audiences in the future. It is
therefore essential that any new obligations are proportionate and non-discriminatory
in line with the obligations of EU law and the AVMSD. The principles of proportionality
require that any financial obligations are set at a level that is both appropriate and
necessary to the objective (and in particular at a level that shall be in line with the
actual local production needs and not excessive).

22. Non-discrimination also requires equitable treatment between different services and
no distortion of competition (whether between on-demand audiovisual media services
and television services or between the different categories of on-demand audiovisual
media services (e.g., SVoD, Ad-based VoD and Transactional VoD). Besides these
principles, it is important that any rules are flexible and principle-based rather than
overly prescriptive.

23. With regard to the creation of a fund under Head 77 of the Bill, we refer the Committee
to Recital 36 of the AVMSD, which states that “media service providers that are
required to contribute to film funding schemes in a targeted Member State should be
able to benefit in a non-discriminatory way, even in the absence of an establishment in
that Member State, from the aid available under respective film funding schemes to
media service providers.” The intent behind this important principle is to encourage
organic and sustainable investment by all sides of the market. It also serves as a
reminder of the rationale as to why investment obligations are more likely ultimately to
deliver optimal policy outcomes for both consumers and the AV ecosystem, and why a
levy should generally only be considered as a backstop for a broader investment
obligation.

Parental controls and the protection of children online

24. Beyond the parameters of any regulatory framework, Netflix has strong incentives to
adhere to the highest voluntary standards to foster and retain our members’
confidence. It is particularly important to us that parents feel confident that the service
can be customised so their children can safely enjoy only age-appropriate shows. For
this reason we offer a suite of parental controls that enable parents to set maturity
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ratings appropriate to the various members in their family through the creation of
individual profiles and more granular settings. These features have recently been
updated, following in-depth research into members’ needs and parenting styles
around the world.

25. The revised controls introduce an even greater level of functionality into the features
available, including the ability to PIN-protect individual profiles to help prevent
children from accessing them; create filters to prevent children watching shows or
films that are not age-appropriate; restrict specific title(s) from showing up anywhere
in an individual profile; see what children have been watching within the profile created
for them; and disable auto-play of episodes in children's profiles.

26. This framework is further underpinned by clearly displayed age ratings for all the
content on the service, based on classification guidelines consistent with local
expectations. An example of how members can use this classification system to
determine what content is available in a profile, and additionally remove specific titles
regardless of their age rating is illustrated in the screenshot below.
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